Liturgy and non-colonial thinking: Speaking to and about God beyond ideology, religion and identity politics – Towards non-religion and an unbearable freedom in Christ

It has been argued that most countries that had been exposed to European colonialism have inherited a Western Christianity thanks to the mission societies from Europe and North America. In such colonial and post-colonial (countries where the political administration is no longer in European hands, but the effects of colonialism are still in place) contexts, together with Western contexts facing the ever-growing impact of migrants coming from the previous colonies, there is a need to reflect on the possibility of what a non-colonial liturgy, rather than a decolonial or postcolonial liturgy, would look like. For many, postcolonial or decolonial liturgies are those that specifically create spaces for the voice of a particular identified other. The other is identified and categorised as a particular voice from the margins, or a specific voice from the borders, or the voices of particular identified previously silenced voices from, for example, the indigenous backyards. A question that this context raises is as follows: Is consciously creating such social justice spaces – that is determined spaces by identifying particular voices that someone or a specific group decides to need to be heard and even making these particular voiceless (previously voiceless) voices central to any worship experience – really that different to the colonial liturgies of the past? To give voice to another voice, is maybe only a change of voice, which certainly has tremendous historical value, but is it truly a transformation? Such a determined ethical space is certainly a step towards greater multiculturalism and can therefore be interpreted as a celebration of greater diversity and inclusivity in the dominant ontology. Yet, this ontology remains policed, either by the state-maintaining police or by the moral (social justice) police.

Contribution: In this article, a non-colonial liturgy will be sought that goes beyond the binary of the dominant voice and the voice of the other, as the voice of the other too often becomes the voice of a particular identified and thus determined victim – in other words, beyond the binary of master and slave, perpetrator and victim, good and evil, and justice and injustice, as these binaries hardly ever bring about transformation, but only a change in the face of master and the face of the slave, yet remaining in the same policed ontology.
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Liturgy and decolonial thinking

The moment one puts liturgy together with colonialism and/or decolonial thinking or with the idea of developing post-colonial liturgies (see Carvalhaes 2015), one has entered the realm of social justice often confused with the ethical space (see Ruda 2011). Ethical space can be interpreted as the space from which an indeterminate [Call] (see Meylahn 2021) emerges, calling to respond and into the ethical responsibility but prior to any determinations, and only in the ethical or moral response is the Other determined as a specific identifiable other, who is then identified as marginal, as part of a determined oppressed class or an ostracised identity, or as living a border existence in the realm of the dominant Same. If this move places liturgy in the vicinity of the ethical space, which is then interpreted as a social justice space, the question is raised, if one can bring liturgy into the realm of social justice.

Note: Special Collection: Scholarly Voices, sub-edited by Yolandé Dreyer (University of Pretoria).
of ethics and subsequently morality or is it not always already within that realm? Meyer-Blanc (2015) argues that one of the main functions of liturgy (he is specifically referring to mainline churches of particularly Europe – Germany) is to be a moral agent within society. His argument is based on the idea that the liturgy (divine service) is a public performance of the Christian religious system (Meyer-Blanc 2015:2). This public performance acts as a moral agent within society, not only for the participants of the liturgy, but also for the greater general public. The general public is often indirectly addressed by this public performance, as even those who do not attend the service, know and often take comfort in the idea that there are divine services in various churches, and therefore, they believe a moral agency to be at work within society and thereby morality is upheld. Most people are thankful for these mainline religious institutions within society because of this moral role these institutionalised religions play within society, even if they (the people) do not actively participate in these liturgies and rituals. This social function of religion was already highlighted in Émile Durkheim’s (see Munn 1973) view of religion and his understanding of religion as a social phenomenon and thus a social fact. He specifically focussed on the social function of ritual. Likewise, Marcel Mauss interpreted religion as a ‘total social phenomenon’ (see Bell 1997:26). Nancy Munn (1973), in reference to Durkheim, interprets ritual or social symbolism as the switch point between the external moral constraints and groupings of the socio-political order, and the internal feelings and imaginative concepts of the individual actor.

The moment that one speaks to the divine in prayer or any other ritual, or believes oneself to be the messenger of a divine message within the context of a religious community, one is participating in the creation of a certain worldview, keeping in mind Freud’s critique of the worldviews.3 Important to note is that these worldviews are created by human desire (wish) according to Freud. The speaking of language, in response to this wish, is a speaking that carries out a fourfold, according to Heidegger (1971:179). For Heidegger, in the creation (calling into being) of a world, which happens through the speaking of language (Heidegger 1971:190f), there is always a divine element as part of the fourfold. It is therefore clear that religion, specifically in its ritual form (including Christian liturgy), plays an important role in the moral structuring of society by clearly identifying and then proclaiming the divine and by implication the good (good moral citizenship), which then also allows the religions to identify and condemn what is evil and wrong. The speaking of a particular language carries out a specific world in line with a certain wish and thus the construction of a worldview (which always includes a view of what the good is and its opposite: the evil).

In a particular world, there is seldom just one set of moral values, but often more than one, and sometimes conflicting and antagonistic sets of values. One could probably argue that for most worldviews there are at least two sets of values that are dominant, and thereby divide that specific world into two main camps: those with us and those against us (same and other). This could be broken down into those who support the ideal version of the dominant worldview and those who believe themselves to be called to prophetically challenge the reality of the dominant worldview and offer a ‘heavenly’ corrective or alternative (or kingdom alternative), which could be interpreted as a more just or more morally (politically) correct alternative. Although the prophetic (revolutionary) alternative might not be that different to the ideal version of the dominant ethic of the dominant ideology, it focuses on the moral or social justice shortcomings of the dominant worldview. In this sense, the prophetic is related and maybe even bound to the ethical space – where the shortcomings and failures of any system are. The poor, marginalised, oppressed, of any system are the necessary condition for this ethical space as they are indicators of the failure of the system. The prophetic, by being related to the ethical space, is tempted to colonise this space by clearly identifying, classifying and determining this space and thereby populating it with identities. The temptation is to give particular determination to the indeterminate matter of ethical space, and thereby to colonise the ethical space. The prophets and those who believe themselves to be fighting for social justice are called into responsibility by the ethical space. But in their response, it is possible for them to colonise this space by stratifying, naming, identifying and classifying the different voices of this space and thereby transform the latent double universalism of the rabble or the universalism of the proletariat into a specific historic class or specific political identities which form the basis of identity politics. There is a fine line between the universal ethical and revolutionary agency of the proletariat (rabble) and the particular determined class or racial or sexual identity. The one has the agency to transform the world and even transform the laws of change (Ruda 2011:174) and the other only makes a few shifts in the dominant ontology, without transforming the system.

The prophetic has an important role to play, with its proximity to the ethical space and the responsibility to that space. But it is continually confronted with a great temptation of both determining the indeterminate matter and constructing their own interpretation of the good and thereby fulfilling the ideal wish by constructing a worldview where everything that interest them finds a fixed place (see Freud 1964:158).

3. In my opinion, then, a Weltanschauung is an intellectual construction, which solves all the problems of our existence uniformly on the basis of one overriding hypothesis, which, accordingly, leaves no question unanswerd and in which everything that interests us finds its fixed place. It will easily be understood that the possession of a Weltanschauung of this kind is amongst the ideal wishes of human beings (Freud 1964:158).
therefore, one could also say two churches: namely the state theology (state church) – public presentation through communication (communicative presentation)*, a public state morality of ‘good’ citizenship, and on the other hand prophetic theology (prophetic church) (The Kairos Theologians 1985:23ff.) – public presentation through communication, a social justice corrective as an alternative good. These two, state religion (ideology/theology) and prophetic religion (ideology/theology), might actually share the same interpretation of the good, but they have very different interpretations of who is all included in this good and how this good is achieved, thereby differing in their interpretation of the fixed places for that which interests them. For example, in South Africa under apartheid the state religion (ideology) wanted the good life and the good for a select few (white Afrikaner nationalists who are also good Calvinist) with the exclusion of the vast majority, while the prophetic religion (ideology) wanted a more inclusive good for ‘all’ irrespective of race, sex, and religion. But they more or less agreed as to what the good is: a specific interest and interpretation of freedom, which is then universalised in a just and good state. For the one, the good was exclusive (whites only), and for the other, it was more inclusive. The prophetic religion or ideology is not necessarily opposed in principle to the dominant ideology (worldview) or ruling ideology but highlights the ‘injustice’ within the dominant world, with the desire to open this world to include the specifically identified other (identified minorities and/or majorities, etc.). The prophetic voice focuses on, for example, the poor, the outcast, the marginal, the migrant and the various forms of border existence within the dominant world, as well as the believed original indigenous voice of the land, in those contexts where land was stolen from the indigenous people. This is also how some interpret the call and the challenge of decolonial thinking – to focus on these border (marginal) existences and voices (see Mignolo 2011; Wyller 2018). Grosfoguel (2009:26) unpacks what border thinking is: ‘Border thinking is not an anti-modern fundamentalism; it is a decolonial transmodern response of the subaltern to Eurocentric modernity’.

Carvalhaes (2015), in his introduction, argues for finding unknown forms of life, indigenous resources and resistant processes in the porous spaces of the dominant ideology or dominant religion. These are various responses to the ethical space, and thus, they have identified the right places of the call of the ethical space: the poor (broadly understood) are the necessary condition of the emergence of the rabble, as the poor are the necessary condition of the proletariat (Ruda 2011:116) who are the universal agents of change. The question is how to respond to the call of the ethical space that calls into ethical responsibility? The contingent attitude of indignation is necessary for the poor to become the rabble (see Ruda 2011). Yet, the response cannot be to identify or determine the victim, as then the scapegoat mechanism returns (Girard 1987), but to expose the scapegoat mechanism (Girard 1987:166) that structurally creates victims.

The state church acts as the moral guardian and teacher of the dominant morality of state ideology and its particular view of a good citizen of the state, which is generally accepted as the kind of citizens that serves the general good of all and for all people. For example, in the Western world the dominant good is seen in certain fixed interests as to how being liberal, open and hospitable and being democratic are to be interpreted. Likewise, there are fixed ideas as to how values such as tolerance, pluralism and freedom are to be interpreted within the context of a certain interpretation of a free market to ensure these ideas of freedom and diversity. This system, like all systems, has its poor (victims), and therefore, to protect the ideas of freedom for all, there needs to be a social conscience and the need to look after the vulnerable via the diaconal arms of the church and state, as well as the various NGOs tasked with caring for the most vulnerable within society. The social conscience translates into the necessary care for those who fall through the cracks of a crumbling neo-liberal system. The prophetic church, or those who have given themselves the task of being the voice of the voiceless, the specifically identified voice of the Other, also act as moral agents, or at least they see themselves as the ethical agent by being the champion of the Other (marginal, exploited, dispossessed, indigenous, voiceless, etc.), in other words, their particular construct or determination of who the poor are. The prophetic church speaks for the poor, and often believes itself to be speaking with the poor, the poor who will always be amongst you (Jn 12:8 or Mt 26:11 or Dt 15:11).

Thomas Lynch (2014:212) argues that although this prophetic liberation theological voice is important, ‘they leave intact an underlying theological discourse which is inclined to reinstate forms of oppression – it is a dependent form of resistance’. Or as Alistair Kee (1990:ix) argues, liberation theology’s theology, or in this article, prophetic public theology’s theology, is a no-go area. Jacques Rancière (2003) wrote about this idea of the ‘poor’ and how they have been constructed by philosophers, intellectuals to then be used as an ethical tool. Laruelle (2015) unpacks this in the context of his idea of the determined intellectual. The poor (including all its various variations) will always be there. ‘What becomes clear here is that out of the internal dynamic of civil society there is an unavoidable production of poor or impoverished masses’ (Ruda 2011:12). Therefore, the poor are a structural necessity for any ideological (religious–ethical) system or construction of civil society. The poor, which will always be amongst you, are a structural product of any social system, but likewise they will be used as a necessary political–ideological (religious) tool without which policing – in Rancière’s (2019:43–44) interpretation of police in opposition to politics – cannot function. The poor are necessary for any ideological (religious–ethical) system. Police (ideological and/or religious) systems cannot function without the poor, without victims – both the victims for whom they believe they fight and the victims the moral, social justice battles

*This is my translation of Schleiermacher’s idea of mittellende Darstellung (Schleiermacher 1850:75).
create. For Rancière (2019), it is the need to move from ethics towards politics as a move that gives voice to the voiceless – to give count to the unaccounted, but without these being identified within the parameters of a specific race, sex, culture or sexual orientation. That is the political move par excellence, but the poor cannot be equated with the people (demos) or the rabble in Rancière’s sense, although poverty is a necessity for the emergence of the poverty rabble in contrast to the luxury rabble (see Ruda 2011:49ff.).

The world cannot be without the poor otherwise these systems (religious ethical – that is ideological) will not be able to exist, let alone flourish. The poor will indeed always be amongst one, but they are interpreted and ideologically ‘used’ very differently in the different ideological and religious systems. Thus, for example, one has the state church which has as one of its fundamental tasks to be the moral agent of the dominant ideology with a social conscience and therefore to ‘care’ for the poor through a social system. On the other hand, the prophetic church acts as ethical agent (in Levinas’ sense) in believing themselves to be open to the other, and therefore speaking for or even believing themselves to be speaking with the poor: standing on the side of the ‘oppressed’ or standing (worshipping) in the porous spaces (Carvalhais) or in the borderlands (Mignolo), often believing themselves to be the voice, or the space for the voice of the voiceless. But as Spivak (2010) had pointed out, the subaltern does not speak. When they do speak, they speak in the voice of some intellectual, ideological, philosophical and/or religious–ideological ethical voice (see Rancière 2019), in other words as a victimology (Laruelle 2015). This, for Rancière, is the task or even the essence of politics: ‘The essence of politics consists in disturbing this arrangement by supplementing it with a part of those without part, identified with the whole of the community’ (Rancière 2019:44). This understanding of politics should not be understood in a populist sense, but in a structural sense (Rancière 2019:41). Politics in a populist sense should then rather be understood as mega-politics (ideology). Mega-politics arises with the discomfort of the political subject between or in an interval or a gap (Rancière 1992:62). The point is that the oppressed (the poor) first need to be created as an identifiable entity to be able to stand on their side, to be able to take up their cause – the cause which first needs to have been identified or rather projected onto the poor as the people, thanks to certain intellectuals and/or philosophers:

… this stubborn insistence of ‘making the mute speak’, could we not always see on the horizon the figure of a single character: that unknown soldier whose habitual scene and occasional speech underpin the ability of political discourse to confer collective identities, giving history the weight of its acting subjects and reserving for philosophy the lightness of its thinking one? (Rancière 2011:10)

If one takes the above argument into consideration, one can at least identify two dominant kinds of liturgy within various societies:

1. Liturgy as moral agency of the dominant ideology, with the main function to form and shape good moral citizens: state church–state religion (theology) – state ideology.

2. Liturgy as prophetic agency, with the main function to believe to be giving voice to the voiceless and thereby to instil guilt in the dominant ideology and to present themselves as the true righteous voice of the slave: prophetic theology – ‘revolutionary’ ideology.

Both these two options continue to be a communicative presentation of the same world – a world where the poor will always be amongst one. This is a world in which the poor are at least twice exploited: firstly, economically, for example as cheap labour (slave labour), or whose land has been stolen, to increase profits; secondly, ideologically for ethical currency and political or politically correct profit. Very often that which is presented as post-colonial or decolonial liturgy falls into the temptation of such an exploitation of the poor for moral or ethical (politically correct or social justice) profit, all this to help in establishing who the righteous are in an evil and exploitative world. A pertinent question to ask in this imagined alternative world is as follows: Has the exploitation stopped, or has it shifted to another currency? The poor will always be amongst one as a structural necessity just as the divine is a structural necessity in the fourfold when worlds are spoken into being. These two necessities (God and the poor) are in a way linked, either as in the scapegoat mechanism, which functions for both the above liturgies, or as the God of the victim (see Girard 1987:154–168). The God of the victim or the God of the rabble needs to be explored to develop a non-colonial liturgy, but this God needs to be beyond good and evil.

Beyond colonial and neo-colonial liturgies

Is there a way beyond this binary of either moral or prophetic liturgy and the consequent constructive role of the two churches (state and prophetic) within the dominant worldview?

This article would like to suggest an exploration of the possibility of a liturgy of the Real, as an alternative to the two options discussed above. A liturgy of the Real, a liturgy of the rabble, or a liturgy of the proletariat would be an alternative as it could be understood as a liturgy of love. ‘The analyst loves by giving the gift of the gap to be suffered and enjoyed’ (Tarpey 2011, [author’s own emphasis]). A liturgy of the Real could be interpreted, and thus communicatively presented, as a non-colonial liturgy as it disrupts the colonial liturgies of both the state church and the neo-colonial liturgies of the prophetic ‘decolonial’ church. In that sense, it would not be a police liturgy (in neither the state sense nor the prophetic sense), but a truly political liturgy.

If one compares the two churches of the Kairos Document to Deleuze and Guattari’s (2011:11ff.) two sign regimes (despotic
and prophetic), then these two together create the Abstract Machine that colonises the Body without Organs, which colonises the ethical space. The one (state church) tries to protect and guard the reifications of the layers of stratifications created, and the other seeks to create new stratifications for future exploitation or alternative exploitation, but all done in the good name of liberation and freedom (escape from the despotic god). These two together form the double pincer of the lobster God (Deleuze & Guattari 2011:4) that colonised the earth by stratifying it into a world – with good and evil, right and wrong, poor and rich, righteous and unrighteousness, voice and voiceless, and just and unjust.

Is there the possibility of another liturgy, another form of communicative presentation that does not call a world with various stratifications forth? Another liturgy that is not the moral agent of the dominant stratifications, nor the prophetic agent of those who claim to be just and righteous? A liturgy that presents a communication that is beyond good and evil? Or a liturgy that is prior to the determination of good and evil, a liturgy that finds itself within the matter of ethical space? A liturgy that is a speaking of language, but without that speaking calling a particular world into being, which would then have a very clear understanding of what the good is? In other words, a communication without presenting something, a communicative ‘presenting’ other than a communicative ‘presentation’ and a communicative ‘presenting’ that could be interpreted as a speaking cure, in the psychoanalytic sense. If it presents anything, it presents the gap, the cross of Christ and therefore love, or it is a communicative presenting of a communicative presentation (namely a pharmakon), and fully aware that what it is presenting is a pharmakon, thereby taking care of the pharmakon. A communicative ‘presenting’ that cares and nurtures the ethical space of universal production.7

A speaking (communicative presenting) that cares for the pharmakon (Stiegler 2013:77) as Bernard Stiegler argues. A speaking that takes care not of the Thing nor of the Lack, but of the pharmakon – in response to the matter of ethical space.

Non-colonial liturgy amongst all the new developments in liturgical practices

One is already in the midst of witnessing all sorts of new developments within the church concerning liturgy seeking to respond to that which Zygmunt Bauman has termed ‘liquid modernity’ (Bauman 2000). In the past, one could argue that various symbolic stratifications and reifications were replaced with a new stratification that was soon reified. Think of the replacement of the monarchy with for example Stalinism in the Soviet Union. So, in a sense one had the replacement of one solid with another solid, one reified stratum replacing another reified stratum. Bauman’s argument is that in the contemporary world solids are no longer replacing solids, but there are flexibilisation (Bauman 2000:3) and liquidity, deregulation and liberalisation (see also Foley 2019:1- of 10). This development, if one can call it a development from solid to liquid, offers the church an opportunity to be less institutionalised according to Pete Ward (2002). Kees De Groot (2007:189) argues for a liquid koinonia, where churches are no longer these great institutions, but rather momentary types of community. These ideas that the world, specifically the Western world, have moved from solids to liquids have also had an impact on the study of rituals, with the phenomenon that has been named ‘liquid ritualising’ (see Arfman 2014). What Arfman (2014:23) is arguing is that rituals are no longer that solid and rigid but seem to adapt faster to the transformed context and are open to embrace and include elements from all sorts of traditions. This is not necessarily novel, as there has always been a ritual transfer between traditions, but what is new for Arfman (2014:4) is the overabundance of ritual transfer today.

Catherine Bell (1997) argued something similar, but decades earlier, with her interpretation of ‘ritual invention’. Again, this was for Bell (1997:225) not a new phenomenon, but what is indeed new is the freedom with which people today invent and transform ancient rituals, while also incorporating elements from the vast spectrum of religious and non-religious traditions. The question is if this is really a movement from solid to liquid? Or is it still a movement towards a new solid that happens to be liquid? In other words, the new norm, the new reified stratum, is this liquidity, and this liquidity is the new reified and stratified law of the age, with its normative character, and in this sense, liquidity is as solid and rigid as all the previous strata. It is the new norm, for example, if one takes what Foley is seeking when he turns to chaos theory to rethink God, not as an absolute stable and eternal solid substance or subject, but rather as an unpredictable uncertainty that is a source of tremendous potential and creativity:

In this metaphysic, God does not police the chaos, but witnesses to it, bringing the divine will to bear upon it when necessary, and employing it as a virtually limitless storehouse for creation. (Foley 2019:3 of 10)

The previous solid absolute eternal reified God has been replaced with an absolute eternal reified unpredictable creativity. In a sense, it is just a new name – a new master signifier – which is different to the previous master signifiers, but still a master signifier with which to explain all and dream and imagine an alternative better future.

This allows him to argue that the:

[Theologian’s task, therefore, is to muse respectfully about this divine mystery – at least unpredictable if not chaotic from a human perspective – while still charting a path for responsible living and believing. (Foley 2019:3 of 10 [author’s own emphasis])]

Yet, does that really offer an alternative to move from a solid to a liquid interpretation of God, or to move from God of the Logos and stable structures and strata to the God of the leihom, for example? The same can be argued for Tillich’s understanding of ‘inexhaustible abundance’ (see Foley 2019:3 of 10). Are these
not two sides of the same coin, the coin of creation: tehom and Logos? It is Logos, the Word of God, that stratifies and etches into the Body without Organs (Deleuze & Guattari 2011:4), or more specifically, in their words, it is the judgement of God that stratifies and thereby creates the strata. Thus, they interpret God as a lobster God. ‘God is a Lobster, or a double pincer, a double bind. Not only do strata come at least in pairs, but in a different way each stratum is double (it itself has several layers)’ (Deleuze & Guattari 2011:4). The double pincer – is it not the tehom and Logos that together create the strata of the world one lives in?

Does it really matter if one focuses on God as Logos or on God as tehom? The one (tehom) is created to receive the etchings and the carvings of the other (Logos). Or it is the old battle between Dionysus and Apollo – who need each other to exist. One could also argue for a dialectic and for Victor Turner’s (1969) understanding of liminality and communitas as a time of being betwixed and between. If one interprets Turner’s liminality within the context of the move towards interpreting God within the metaphors of chaos theory, one could say that one finds oneself in a liminal space that forms part of a dialectical movement from structure (Logos) and then un-structure (tehom) before re-establishing structure. And as Foley says, the ‘path of responsible living and believing’ is according to the new norm.

To place this argument into Lacanian (Lacan 1999:123ff) terms, one could argue that for years liturgies and being church have focused on the imaginative and symbolic realms of the Borromean knot. This turn towards chaos theory could be interpreted as a believed turn towards the Real. However, that is not really a possibility, as was argued in [Call–Responding (Meylahn 2021), as the Real only exists as that which is believed to have called the response forth, but in the response. Therefore, it is not a matter of choosing one of these realms – Real, Symbolic or Imagination – but understanding how these three together form the knot in which humanity becomes a subject – a barred subject.

It is this understanding, this pharmacological understanding, that makes something new possible, without choosing one or the other of the three realms, the understanding that it is only in the web of this knot that it is possible to be, and that by understanding the different functions of the three realms, that one can seek to live creatively within this knot and more specifically with the knot by taking care of the knot – rather than the eternal attempts at trying to untie the knot or escape the knot. Any attempt at escape would only be recaptured, as one cannot escape the rhizome, or any attempted escape would only be possible in the realm of the imagination and the structuring of a new symbolic world in response to one’s believed Truth about the Real. The alternative, if one wants to call it an alternative, is not to seek to escape the knot, but to learn to live creatively and productively within the knot (Stiegler’s care for the pharmakon). However, loosening the knot so as to not be duped, most importantly not to be duped by believing oneself not duped (see Meylahn 2021:134; Žižek 2012:971).

What does all this mean for liturgy and specifically non-colonial liturgy? The knot in the power of the symbolic or in the power of the imagination or in the power of the believed Real is colonial. The knot is colonial as is Deleuze and Guattari’s lobster God that holds one in a double bind or a triple bind. Therefore, a non-colonial liturgy would be a liturgy that is fully aware of the functioning of the lobster God and the triple bind or triple curse (Meylahn 2021:88). Likewise, being fully aware that one cannot escape and that any attempt at an escape would only be a renaming of the same lobster God. There is the possibility of a certain Gelassenheit, but Gelassenheit might play too easily into the clutches of the dominant ideology. The other alternative is to deconstruct. But deconstruction often happens in the righteous belief in freedom and the possibility of entering the promised land on the other side of deconstruction towards the eternal ethical call of the Other. One could consider deconstruction in radical freedom without the belief in the promised land, freedom to view the current land through the eyes of freedom (care of the pharmakon) and therein maybe see new pharmacological possibilities – universal production. To believe in the world (Stiegler 2013:111) as world and not as earth. Thus, the purpose of a non-colonial liturgy would primarily be deconstruction of the various lobster Gods, not in the name of some or other good – nor in the name of a meta-lobster God, but in the name of faith in the pharmakon: the crucified and resurrected Christ.

The non-colonial liturgy would take care of the Christ Event, as it would take care of the pharmakon: the death of God in the incarnation and the death of the incarnation on the cross and the resurrection life that this death makes possible – a life of radical freedom, as Luther argues,8 namely a slave to nothing and yet a slave to all, thereby exposing the systems that will always have their poor, and bringing about the possibility of change that even changes the laws of change.

How does this translate into a communicative presenting of a Sunday liturgy?

How does one offer a non-colonial liturgy? How does one deconstruct in a Sunday service without the hope and faith in a promised land behind the deconstruction? Hope and faith in the life thereafter will indeed be there, but it is hope and faith placed in the pharmacological life (resurrection life) and not some imagined or symbolically structured police life thereafter nor the lack or nothing of no life thereafter. In practical terms, it is therefore not about privileging the colonial patriarchal heterosexual male priest’s voice nor about privileging the border, migrant or indigenous voice, but about privileging the count of the uncounted, by privileging, if one wants to privilege anything, the call of the ethical space: democracy and the radical equality of all voices, that does not give any voice in particular the right to be

heard. In this radical democracy – the voices are what they are, namely equal – equally qualified and equally disqualified.

To help one to seek a non-colonial liturgy, I will turn to Wilhelm Gräb’s (2013) book on religious speech, where he argues that preaching should be religious speech and I will argue that non-colonial preaching (liturgy) needs to be non-religious speech. For it to be non-religious in the sense of Laruelle’s (2013) non-philosophy, it is not against religion nor is it after religion as in some post-religion sense, but it is maybe like Heidegger’s verwundung of metaphysics (see Meylahn 2013:18ff.). Discovering the wound in religion, the wound in metaphysics, the wound in ideology and the wound in colonial thinking. The immortal wound that cannot be healed, which is the wound both at the heart of religion, ideology, colonial thinking (the judgement of God) as well as the eternal wound to which religion, ideology, colonial thinking, passionately responds in the hope of being the eternal cure to the immortal wound, and thus making all voices, all speaking equal and democratic as they are all a response to this wound which is caused by the response.

In this sense, Gräb (2013) is correct by arguing that in the crafting of a divine service one needs to turn towards religion, not to seek the religious needs and desires of the context, but to seek the wound in religion, ideology and the wound at the heart of colonial thinking and being – the wound at the heart of speech. To seek the judgement of God, which in an ironical sense sounds very close to the traditional interpretation of a typical protestant service: the idea of proclaiming the law (judgement of God) so as to entice the listener towards the Grace of Christ. To seek the wound in religion, to seek the judgement of God, is not to instil guilt in the listener who then flees towards the Grace of Christ, but to seek the wound in thinking (speaking), to seek the judgement of God indeed takes one to the Cross of Christ. In the Cross of Christ, in Christ’s utter Godforsakenness, one is radically and impossibly free from the judgements of God who has forsaken Christ. To have no imagined or symbolic support, but to find oneself in the lack, in the nothing, and there discover that the wound caused by the spear (pharmakon), as in Wagner’s Parsifal, can also only be healed by the exact same spear (pharmakon). The healed life (the resurrection life), wounded and healed by the same spear (pharmakon), is a life that recognises and acknowledges the pharmacological ‘nature’ of life and takes care of this life.

What does this mean concretely with regard to crafting a service?

It means that the judgements of God need to be exposed (the judgements of God in ideology, religion, colonial and neo-colonial thinking of many decolonial schools of thought). The judgement of God in any speech needs to be exposed. They are exposed not by another meta-judgement of God but by the wound that calls these judgements forth in response to a perceived wound and where all these different judgements are presented as healing, salvation, justice, wholeness and holiness (righteousness).

The wound that calls and the wound that responds, like an abyss calling to an abyss, need to be recognised. In this calling–responding, one must recognise that the wound and the weapon that caused the wound are the same; that is, it is also the healing of the wound.

The pharmakon is worth caring for, as it is resurrection life – life that recognises its pharmacological ‘nature’.

Such a liturgy might be political where the world is not policed, but called forth by a political act – the speaking of all beings (universal production) in a radial democracy of the indeterminate ethical space – where the right to rule and the right to be heard have been equalised.
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